Hoboken Dual Language Charter School is a K-7 Spanish-English school in Hoboken, NJ, offering a rigorous academic program in an innovative classroom setting that emphasizes the arts, experiential learning, individual achievement, collaboration, personal and social responsibility, and multiculturalism.

Our teachers apply a variety of innovative strategies to facilitate comprehension and communication, integrating linguistic and academic content within a single lesson, and differentiating instruction. Through supportive instruction by our teachers, students will become bilingual and biliterate in a culturally diverse and nurturing environment.

HoLa is seeking inspired educators who are committed to ensuring that every child succeeds; inclusive educators who embrace multilingualism; nurturing educators committed to teaching and reaching all children; critical thinkers who inspire children to think deeply; dynamic educators who understand that working with others benefits their students, their school, and their own practice.

We encourage interested persons to visit our website – HoLahoboken.org – to learn more about our school, our mission, our population, and our history.

Positions 2015-2016
- Elementary Education Teachers (Spanish-English and English-only)
- Mathematics Teacher (English required; Spanish a plus)
- Social Studies Teacher (Spanish-English)
- Science Teacher (Spanish-English)
- Mathematics Coach (K-8 teaching experience 3+ years; English required; Spanish a plus)
- Language Arts & Literacy Coach (K-8 teaching experience 3+ years; English required; Spanish a plus)

HoLa Candidate Requirements
- Teaching credential/certification
- Undergraduate or graduate degree or concentration in subject area
- Written and spoken fluency in English
- Written and spoken fluency in Spanish (for most positions)
- Strong candidates may hold additional credentials: ESL/TESOL, Special Education, Early Childhood Education, Bilingual education, etc.

To Apply
- Letter of intent or cover letter: In the letter, applicants must discuss specifically why they are attracted to HoLa Hoboken Dual Language Charter School and why they feel they would be a good fit for our learning community (please visit: HoLahoboken.org)
- Updated professional teaching resume or CV (resume should include teaching credential/s, teaching experience, & languages spoken)
- Send via e-mail only to: careers@holahoboken.org (no calls, no letters, and no faxes)